Coronavirus first caught my interest sometime in mid‐January. Since then, my attitude has gradually transformed from detached interest to slight concern, panic and finally acceptance. The interest of the researcher inside me has also gone through several stages, from playing with numbers to realising that this pandemic would present a unique chance for STS scholars to renew their interest in studying the role of microbes in a modern society (Latour [1993](#soca12884-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). In STS, conventional research tools include interviews, participant observation and even surveys. However, they all have limitations under pandemic restrictions, e.g. the sample size available to a researcher and changing attitudes towards the subject. Social media analysis looks like an alternative here, at least for data collection (Murthy [2008](#soca12884-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). It allows for the observation of day‐to‐day changes in people's reflections and practices.

From 18 to 25 March, I collected around 500 Russian Facebook posts that reflect the suggested metaphors surrounding the virus. While an in‐depth analysis of the data is yet to be done, there are already noticeable differences between five groups. The prevalent group sees the virus as an enemy -- the metaphor of war is predominant, the underlying message is to defend and defeat. Typical reactions to the virus here are panic or references to full‐fledged war, often in tandem. This group emphasises the importance of personal safety (mask‐wearing or distance from the enemy) and defines soap and antiseptics as key weapons.

The second group is characterised by submission. Their reactions often reflect religious beliefs (e.g. people in the Kazan Cathedral, St Petersburg). The virus is still an enemy, but the defence rhetoric differs: 'It is God's will' and 'He will protect us'.

The third group are the 'fluctuaters'. They believe in the virus, but are inconsistent in their judgement, hoping to stay unaffected. 'Let's roll the dice', 'Nothing will happen from a quick cup of coffee in a favourite cafe' -- an incomplete list of common possible reasonings. They will use the safety practices when available, but if they forget antibacterial wipes -- oh well.

The fourth group, dubbed the COVID‐sceptics, claim the virus is a conspiracy against humanity devised by nation X (insert your favourite name). Their weapon is lethal apathy. An increasing number of COVID‐19 cases should decrease this group's size; however, logic does not always apply when dealing with panic.

The last group stands out due to its inclusion of natural scientists, like microbiologists or evolutionary biologists. The virus is not an enemy for this group, but a nemesis. They do not question reasonable preventive measures, but express concern about the danger of the simplistic enemy--victor rhetoric. The war analogy is not applicable in their eyes, as a human--microbe battle could never result in anything that could reasonably be called a victory.

Are these finding just specific to the situation in Russia? They do greatly resemble public reactions to climate suggested by Bruno Latour's *Facing Gaia* ([2017](#soca12884-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}: 11--12). They require further analysis. But the point here is that due to the digital nature of social relationships, digital ethnography has a promising potential for STS studies and might be the main method now of extrapolating and generalising data. Unlike conventional tools, it allows the tracking of daily changes in communities' interactions and perception of the non‐human nemesis.
